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Indoor Flying-Guidelines 

(For Use at Findlay Toyota Center) 

  
1. All pilots must be members in good standing at Chino Valley Flyers RC Club. 

 
2. Entry to the Center shall be through the East door by the loading dock. Sign in with the security 

officer. Also sign out when leaving. See #14 
 

3. The south side wall shall be the set up area. There are no markings on the floor, but please allow 
a 6’ distance from the wall as a flight line. This allows foot traffic to walk behind the pilots in 
flight. See #14 

 
4. Pilots flying shall stand 6’ away from the south wall, while flying their aircraft. 

 
5. Foot traffic shall pass behind pilots when pilots are flying. 

 
6. When walking out into the flying area one must announce themselves and keep an eye on air 

traffic. 
 

7. The recommended limit of number of aircraft in the air shall be (6). 
 

8. Only 2.4GHz or infrared control systems will be permitted. There will be no frequency control 
board, no transmitter impound, and no frequency control pins. 

 
9. Models shall use only clean power systems; such as electric, CO2, rubber. No gas or glow 

powered models. 
 

10. It is recommended that only slow-flyers be flown at the FTC: 
8 oz./100W max. for airplanes,  
"300"-size (~300 mm blade length) max. for helicopters, 
 "250-size" max. for multi-rotors. 

 
11. Only plastic blades will be permitted for rotary wings, due to safety concerns  

(Carbon fiber blade tips are very sharp and can generate serious flesh cuts!).  
This will effectively limit heli rotor size due to plastic blade availability. 

 
12. Helicopters and multi-rotors should fly at the left end of the floor (west end).  
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13. We are not paying customers at FTC. Please be polite & courteous. Clean up after one’s self. Pick 
up and take away all debris from crashes, etc. 
 

14. Arena Layout 
 

 

 


